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A Web based application was designed and developed to create a map layer
from a centralized tabular database query with the option of invoking an ArcIMS®

session in a separate browser window. Query requests were developed through
an easy to use browser container and converted to a data object. The data object
was converted to a map layer, an ArcIMS® container was invoked, and the newly
created map layer was then passed to the ArcIMS® container.  The application
design was particularly useful for easily querying information from a complex
tabular relational database and creating map layers for manipulation with
ArcView. Report, chart, and contour map generation were also included as
application options.
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Introduction

Tabular and spatial data for an environmentally sensitive site has been collected
over a period of several years. The data is a diverse assemblage of information
consisting of CAD files, paper copies of maps and tabular data, scanned images
and various formats of electronic data. For uniform access among the growing
user group, a relational geodatabase and tabular database were created from the
collection of site data to form a basis for serving the information to the user
group. The geographically and technically diverse user group required the
remote accessibility options offered by the Internet as well as an easy to use
system for querying and retrieving information. The relational nature of the
database and the Internet accessibility permitted the entire user group access to
a consistent, uniform, and centralized data repository through a standard Web
browser.

In addition to ease of use, installation and user maintenance were key user
requirements guiding the implementation of the application. Therefore, an easy to
use Internet based application was implemented that required no software on the
client other than a standard Web browser, browser plug-ins, and commonly
available commercial off the shelf (COTS) software (e.g., Microsoft® Office and
Golden Software®’s Surfer). No GIS software packages were required to be
installed on the client computers to take advantage of the GIS mapping
capabilities within the application.

A portion of the group used the application primarily for queries to data reports
and charts, while the remaining portion required GIS functionality to overlay and
correlate data queries and data distributions with map features and attributes. A
previous application version incorporated the tabular database query interface
into a frame (bottom.htm) of an ArcIMS® browser session. To more efficiently
adapt application features to user requirements, a Microsoft® Internet Explorer
(IE) container for the tabular database query interface was implemented while a
separate IE container was used for ArcIMS® mapping sessions. Each of these IE
sessions communicated with one another to pass recordsets for the creation of
customized point and click data tables and reports, charts, plots, and GIS map
layers.

Overview of Application Architecture and Data Flow
Ease of use and accessibility were fundamental application design factors.
Consequently, the tabular database query interface consisted of an intuitive point
and click format for building and executing queries of tabular site data, and a
customized ArcIMS® viewer session for mapping tabular database queries over a
suite of associated base maps. Through Visual Basic computer code and the
interfaces in the IE sessions, the application sends query and map requests to
the tabular and spatial database maintained on Web servers behind secured
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firewalls. Query data are returned to the client computer as recordsets. The
application uses these recordsets to populate information in commonly available
COTS software, and through computer code manipulation, to create GIS map
layers on the client computer.  In addition to creating map layers, the application
develops the returned recordsets as Microsoft® Excel data reports, charts, and/or
worksheets (Figure 1). Excel worksheets are used as data sources for automated
development of one or several Golden Software®s' Surfer data post or contour
maps on the client computers. Visual Basic code performed the automated
Surfer plotting routines on the user’s computer. For Surfer plotting, the
application first checked for a valid base map, and if unavailable, downloaded the
map from an FTP site on the server.

Figure 1. Application Architecture Overview.

Utilizing client side COTS software for data presentation lightened the load on
server computer processing while providing users with a familiar environment
(e.g., Microsoft® Excel and Surfer) for viewing and manipulating queried data. In
addition, the application required a low bandwidth connection to quickly return
the recordsets for insertion into Excel and/or Surfer.

The tabular database query application components are installed on the client
computer upon the initial visit to a secured application Web site. The client
computers are kept current by checking the tabular database query interface
application version upon initiation of each new IE session. If a client has an out of
date application, the latest application components are loaded and registered
before invoking the query application interface. Similarly, the ArcIMS® session
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checks the client for an available version of the Java Runtime Environment (JRE)
browser plug-in, and if needed, automatically downloads and installs the plug-in.

For flexibility, the application consisted of an ArcIMS® IE session window, and a
synchronized tabular database query IE session (Figure 1). These two separate
sessions were created to allow the users to enter directly into either application
without the unnecessary overhead of both applications loading on the client
computer in one browser session. The feature server map service of ArcIMS®

completely satisfied the requirement of authentic GIS capabilities within the
application and allowed for customization of mapping components. For querying
the tabular database, an ActiveX component user interface was implemented to
query the SQL Server database, create map layers, and interact with a separate
customized ArcIMS® browser session. Integration of the ActiveX control within an
ArcIMS® browser session was possible through the ArcIMS® ActiveX Connector
and minimal configuration of Microsoft® Internet Information Server.

Tabular Database Web Query Builder
The tabular database query interface permits users to query returned recordsets
to spreadsheets, data reports, charts, post or contour plots as well as create map
layers and add/or the resulting GIS map to an ArcIMS® browser session (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Application Data Flow.
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Query criteria are selected through an easy to use point and click selection of
data fields from left to right, top to bottom (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Tabular Database Query Interface.

Available options include the capability to filter data based on several site
selection criteria (e.g., location, sample type and chemical analysis, date, sample
depth, site specific standards, etc.). To increase query speeds of returned
recordsets, the database is queried after each successive query criteria selection
by the user. By the time the user selects the last query criteria, the database
query is nearly complete and the resulting recordset can be retrieved quickly and
immediately returned to the client computer through the Web browser. The
display speed of tabular database queries on the client computers was primarily
affected by the client computer speed that was required for loading the returned
recordset into a COTS package (e.g., Excel). Typically queries of four to five
–hundred records require up to five seconds over a broadband Internet
connection.

Within the tabular database query interface, the user has the option to create a
map layer, or create a map layer and add the map layer to the ArcIMS® IE
session. Visual Basic computer code utilizing MapObjects components was used
to create an initial map layer with appropriate attribute fields and then populate
the map layer attribute table from the returned record set. Based on the selected
and returned record set, the application generates point map layers on the client
computer utilizing the X,Y coordinates and the attributes of the returned record
set. For consistency, the application creates an initial directory on the client
computer and saves the newly created map layers in the directory. The user is
given the option to name the map layer and/or save the map layer in a specified
directory. Default map layer names included the date/time stamp to avoid errors
associated with duplication of file names.
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If the user requests the newly created map layer be added to an ArcIMS®

session, the tabular database query application then checks the ReadyState of a
uniquely identified paired ArcIMS® target session. If the ArcIMS® session is not
active, the application will initiate the corresponding session, wait for the ArcIMS®

session to load completely, synchronize the two sessions, and add the newly
created map layer to the IE session in the ArcIMS® table of contents.

ArcIMS Browser Session
The ArcIMS® session connected to a feature server site through a Java Viewer.
The feature server site displayed a selected set of default base map layers
queried from a centralized server upon the initial browser load. A feature server
site was chosen to allow users to take full advantage of the map display and
manipulation options available by streaming the GIS maps to the client
computers. In addition to the rich map display features (e.g., value range, map
label, and scale dependent rederers, etc.) available to users, Java scripts and
Extensible Markup Language (XML) code  for the feature server sites were easily
modified for customized point and click display of recordsets (such as
environmental field data), documents, movies, map attributes, etc.. One of the
many advantages offered by the feature server site to the users was the
capability to add map layer or base maps from a local client computer source.
This was particularly useful for adding map layers created with the tabular
database query interface from previous browser sessions to correlate
environmental chemical variations in space and time.

Customized properties could also be applied to newly created map layers by
modify ing the renderer for dynamic layers (outside the
<PROPERTIES>...</PROPERTIES> tag in the XML code. The built in ArcIMS®

renders for color/size coded symbols were especially useful for contrasting areas
with high and low measured values of environmental sampling values. Once the
map layer was added to the ArcIMS® session customized Java script codes
allowed the map layer attributes to be displayed through point and click access in
customized table formats for viewing summaries of the attribute data.

ArcIMS Java Viewer Notes
During development, it was found that only specific versions of the JRE plug-in
would function correctly on the client computer with the ArcIMS® Java Viewer and
allow the map layers to be correctly created on the client computer. Certain
versions of JRE (e.g., 1.3.1_07) would not allow the map layer to be correctly
created on the client computer even though the JRE would function seamlessly
as a browser plug in for ArcIMS®. When using an incompatible JRE version, the
client computer failed to allow the map layer DBF file to close properly.
Therefore, the ArcIMS® session could not open the map layer and would give an
“At least one incompatible map layer found in directory” error and, not even valid
map layers could be viewed from the application default map layer folder. To
accommodate differing versions of the JRE plug-in on client computers,
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computer code was incorporated to open, save and close DBF map layers
created from the requested query string. By this method of opening, saving and
closing the file, the error was avoided and the map layer could then be
automatically added to the table of contents in the ArcIMS® browser session.

Integrated Application Advantages
Creating two separate containers for the application permitted users access to
easy to use interfaces for querying the tabular database to data reports with the
optional and added flexibility to analyze the data in a spatial context within the
ArcIMS® Java viewer. With the separate application containers, a phased
approach to application implementation was possible given the modular nature of
the application and the compatible ActiveX technologies for the tabular and
spatial database IE sessions, and ArcIMS®. The tabular database query interface
could easily be integrated with the GIS mapping component at any point in a
project life cycle to accommodate and grow with the project demands.

Easier maintenance and faster deployment were possible through having only to
rebuild and publish the modified application in the corresponding browser
session rather than having to bundle both applications in a single browser
window.  Several different tabular database query applications could be linked to
a single ArcIMS® map service for creating tiered access to tabular database
query interfaces with varying degrees of complexity and security.

In addition, the tabular database query interface was easily adapted to a variety
of tabular database structures with different database entities easily mapped to
the application interface ListView controls. This adaptability was especially useful
for legacy databases with previously determined structures, and for commercial
off the shelf database management software packages too complex and difficult
to use for the end users.

Summary
Currently, the application described above and other similar applications typically
have user groups of approximately 10 to 15 individuals with several individuals
using the applications at any one time during normal business hours. The data
and information are being serving through secure government and corporate
networks, and various Internet Service Providers (ISPs). Typically, bandwidth
occupied during these sessions is less than an equivalent of one-eight of a full T1
line. Although the ArcIMS® Java viewer was best viewed through a broadband
connection on a client computer, the efficient nature of the tabular database
query application made recordset query return times over a client modem only
slightly longer than broadband connections. With the increasingly available
broadband connections, bandwidth concerns are becoming more and more
irrelevant. For all users, the application provides a readily accessible, easy to use
tool as a basis for an extensible information management system for use over
several years with an outlook towards a favorable return on investment.
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End Notes
The application described in this paper presents a generalized architecture that
can, and has been, adapted to a variety of solutions ranging from serving urban
planning data and financial information to tabular database query applications for
U.S. EPA Superfund and Brownfield sites. The versatility and flexibility of ActiveX
components combined with the power of ArcIMS® permit a wide variety of
solutions to be provided to diverse cross sections of end users. More information
and demonstrations of these applications can be made available by contacting
the author.
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